The application of fuzzy logic to the prescription of antithrombotic agents in the elderly.
The prescription of antithrombotic agents in the elderly depends, to certain degree, on the identity of the unique individual elderly patient. This dependence cannot be captured by viewing the patient as belonging to a group, but rather by viewing age in the context of unique individual biology. This context is historical, physiological, psychological, and time- and location-dependent. The group-based approach to patient therapy is found in evidence-based medicine, typified by the large double-blind randomised clinical trial from which clinical recommendations are defined. An alternative approach to capturing the unique context of each patient is based using fuzzy logic and mathematics. In particular, the fuzzy subsethood theorem of Kosko has direct application here. A new measure of clinical efficiency, K, derived from the fuzzy subsethood theorem has redefined the clinical significance of age. In particular, the causal role of age in any one patient's response to therapy is to unique degree for that patient. This is because the causal measure K accounts for the role of known and unknown contextual factors of the patient, most of which are unknown, in defining clinical effect in any specific patient. Thus, we have shown mathematically why 'age', or being 'elderly', is only one factor to be taken into consideration when therapeutic decisions regarding antithrombotic therapy are made in any given patient. This is contrary to the group-based approach of evidence-based medicine, where age has the same therapeutic significance for all patients. This is because any hypothesis of evidence-based medicine is group-based and cannot be extrapolated to the individual patient. Such extrapolation has to be personalized through the expertise of the physician. The physician takes into account all the factors not considered in any therapeutic group-based trial which apply to his specific patient. These considerations take into account past experience with that patient. An example of the effect of age on the patient and his/her therapeutic context is provided which shows how age affects different patients to different degree using the fuzzy causal measure K. The purpose of this exercise is to show that there is mathematical support for the argument that individualization of patient therapy by expert decision has measurable clinical significance. What is different here is that measure stick is not probabilistic but fuzzy-mathematic based.